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Dalai Lama Addressing a
Massive Audience in Ladakh
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Buddhist Symbols Adorn the
Landscape
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Fri Nov 02, 2012 
Leader: Glenn Ord
Co-Leader:

Superb presentation by Glenn & Sheila of a couple of trips that the couple have
made to the Ladakh region of Northern India - this high altitude region, in the rain
shadow of the Himalayan Mountains, offers up spectacular relief and Glenn
managed to capture the stunning essence of this area.

The show kicked off with a waltz down memory lane, depicting the Ord's first visit to
this area, some 30 odd years ago - at the very least, a most interesting way to
spend your honeymoon! The movie has been posted on YouTube: Honeymoon in
Zanskar

I was surprised to see that the passage of time has been most kind to Glenn &
Sheila - perhaps the mountain air or glacial waters?

A fabulous array of treks followed, culminating in a serial movie (which Glenn
plumbed together nicely) that had the audience hanging on every sequence - took
me back to my youth when every Saturday, at the local theatre, you waited (with
high anticipation) for the continuing serial saga. Zanskar Odyssey

Another packed house enjoyed the continuing Friday adventures at Creekside -
thanks to all those who attended for supporting a marvellous evening.
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Hanging Prayer Flags in
Mountain Pass
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Report contributors: Glenn O, Sheila O, William W, 

Participant list (21 of 25): Denise A, Stella B, Geoff B, Angela D, Ron D, Sue D,
Helen F, Linda H, Carol H, Christine J, rosilyn k, Janice M, Janice M, LeRoy M,
Don M, Pam M, Glenn O, Sheila O, Tim P, Bob S, Glenny W, 
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